SALUMI

MR CANNOBI MORTADELLA 8
LA BOQUERIA SALCHICHON
LA BOQUERIA CECINA
MR CANNOBI FREE RANGE CAPOCOLLO
JAMON SERRANO DUROC 18 MONTHS

SALUMI SELECTION

START

POTATO BREAD • LEONTYNA OLIVE OIL 8
MARINATED OLIVES
MIDDLE EASTERN PICKLED TURNIPS • FAVA BEAN DIP • SUMAC 8
OYSTERS • RARE HARE SPARKLING • CUCUMBER MIGNONETTE 7 EA
MARINATED SARDINE ON TOAST • PRESERVED LEMON • DILL 6 EA
CHIVE WAFFLE • HORSERADISH CRÈME FraîCHE • SALMON ROE 6 EA
CROQUETTE • CaramelISED ONION AND GUYERE • BLACK GARLIC 5 EA

STAPLES

WHIPPED BURRATA • SPRING GREENS • SMOKED ALMONDS • LEMON OIL • GARLIC 19
KINGFISH CRUDO • BURNT RUBY GRAPEFRUIT • FENNEL • ANCHOVY • NASTURTIUM 20
HEIRLOOM BEETROOTS • DATE LABNEH • WITLOF • BARBERRIES • BUCKWHEAT 18
WOODFIRED LEBANESE EGGPLANT • RED MISO • FURIKAKE • CORIANDER 18
FRIED BARRAMUNDI WINGS • ALMOND SKORDALIA • NDUJA BUTTER 20
PORK BELLY • KOHLRABI • ROASTED BEURRE BOSC PEAR • WATERCRESS 19
GRAINS • BROAD BEANS • RICOTTA SALATA • ZUCCHINI • GREEN ONIONS • LOVAGE 18

SIDES

RH GARDEN SALAD • MIXED LEAVES • BEANS • CUCUMBER • LEMON HONEY VINAIGRETTE 15
RH SMOKED POTATO SALAD • CELERY • CORNICHONS • PINE NUT DRESSING • HERBS 18
SHOESTRING FRIES • TRUFFLE AIOLI 14

SWEET

MANDARIN & LEMON VERBENA OLIVE OIL CAKE • MANDARIN MASCARPONE 16
WOODFIRED CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE • MALT ICE CREAM 16
SPICED RHUBARB PAVLOVA • COCONUT YOGHURT SORBET • PISTACHIO BRITTLE 16
SELECTION OF CHEESES • ACCOMPANIMENTS 26

WE INVITE YOU TO SAVOUR THE FRUITS OF OUR LABOUR, WITHIN VIEW OF THE VINES ON WHICH THEY WERE BORNE. THIS IS A PLACE TO ENSCONCE IN, NOT JUST SEE, WHERE CRAFTED CURIOSITIES FROM SURROUNDING FARMS ARE BEST CONSUMED EXCESSIVELY AND BETWEEN ROBUST REPARTEE. PLEASE NOTE THAT OUR FOOD MAY CONTAIN TRACES OR COME INTO CONTACT WITH COMMON ALLERGENS SUCH AS DAIRY, EGGS, WHEAT, NUTS, GRAINS, FISH, AND SOYBEANS. PLEASE SPEAK TO OUR FRIENDLY STAFF IF YOU HAVE ANY DIETARY RESTRICTIONS. PLEASE NOTE THAT WE HAVE A 10% SURCHARGE ON SUNDAYS AND A 17% SURCHARGE ON ALL PUBLIC HOLIDAYS